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Though Suprime-Cam and HSC are both optical & near-IR imaging camera of the Subaru Telescope
and they use the same CCDs (fully depleted CCDs by Hamamatsu; FDCCDs), the reduction by SDFRED2
and the HSC pipeline have several differences.

Some come from the difference of instrument feature, while some are because of the difference of
philosophy.

Note that the following information is of July 2014. I appreciate Dr. Hisanori Furusawa for the infor-
mation on HSC pipeline.

1 Major Differences

1.1 Pixel resampling
In SDFRED, pixels are resampled three times; 1) in the distortion correction, 2) in PSF matching, and 3) in
mosaicking. Since information is lost by each resampling, the number of resampling should be minimal. In
HSC pipeline, the pixels are kept untouched and in the final coadding (mosaicking), they are interpolated
by bilinear or Lanczos.

It is clear that HSC pipeline’s method is much better in general. The current implementation of SDFRED
adopted a simplicity at the cost of the loss of the information, because the main part of the reduction
procedure was developed for other instruments which produced larger seeing size data.

1.2 PSF matching
SDFRED blurs good seeing data to worse ones by convolving with Gaussian. It is required because different
PSF size should cause a problem when coadding by median or by clipped mean. Meanwhile the PSF
matching has not been involved in the HSC pipeline, and is under development.

In fact, simple Gaussian convolution did not fully correct the PSF shape. The difference of PSF is
problematic when making a difference image of different bands (e.g., broadband subtracted narrowband
image). But still PSF matching by Gaussian convolution is better than nothing (I think).

It should be noted that Hamamatsu CCDs have a problem that PSF of bright objects differs from fainter
ones. It may result in problem of photometry and lens analysis, but I don’t know any intensive study on
them has done yet.

1.3 Internal flux calibration
In SDFRED, the relative flux calibration among chips and exposures is done in “match” process. The
process compares flux of objects in each FITS images. The calibration is totally closed in the dataset. HSC
pipeline adopts to use external catalogs as an aid.

1.4 Flat fielding
It is a kind of an observation philosophy matter. Suprime-Cam uses any of the dome flat, the twilight flat
and/or the night sky flat (object flat). In general, night sky flat (object flat) is loved mostly. HSC basically
uses dome flat, and then the residuals are corrected at the mosaicking stage.

The reason why HSC uses dome only is, from what I’ve heard, the spectrum of night sky or twilight
sky are different from targets and anyway some re-correction is required. Since the dome flat is free from
objects contamination, first flat-fielding is performed by the dome flat, and then second correction is done
later.
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In fact, in Suprime-Cam, there is another problem that flat pattern depend on instrument rotator angle
(INR). If the INR of the flat source is different from that of objects, residual pattern may appear around the
edge of the image. It would be because of a offset of the vignetting center and the rotator center, but is not
concluded yet. Because of this problem, if one use object flat, it would have similar INR, and works better.

I know some groups try to develop another procedure for Suprime-Cam flat for better accuracy, but the
story is beyond the scope of this document.

2 Minor Differences

2.1 Bias correction
In SDFRED2, bias is first corrected line-by-line using each serial overscan (x-overscan), and then a serial-
overscan-corrected parallel overscan (y-overscan) is subtracted raw-by-raw. The serial overscan is used
as-is. HSC pipeline only subtracts the serial overscan, and the value can be smoothed along y.

Whether or not to subtract the parallel overscan is also an issue of philosophy. Hamamatsu CCDs show
a strong bias pattern in each line, which resembles a dumped oscillation. As the pattern seems stable among
lines, it would be well estimated from the serial-overscan-corrected parallel overscan region. It is rather a
empirical technique. HSC did not adopt this way, and leaves the pattern remains. Subtraction of a 2-d bias
pattern after serial-overscan subtraction is also being tested by HSC, thought it is usually difficult to prepare
clean bias frames.

2.2 Projection
SDFRED used simple TAN in the sphere to the plane mapping, while HSC pipeline adopted TAN-SIP
which has additional xiyj factors to simple TAN and the CCD images are warped onto a TAN projection
when creating a stacked image. The difference is mainly because of the image size.

In fact, TAN is not accurate for dithered data, since the telescope pointing moved around, but as SD-
FRED does not guarantee high positional accuracy, it would be an acceptable approximation, the SDFRED
developers would have thought.

2.3 Cosmic ray removal
SDFRED does not have its own cosmic ray removal programs, and LAcosmic is sometimes adopted, as
in this school. HSC pipeline implemented a cosmic ray removal function whose algorithm is the same as
SDSS.

3 Known Issues for both
There are some issues which are not solved either in SDFRED2 or HSC pipeline.

3.1 Ghost hunting
In each instrument, bright stars make halos and ghosts. They are better be corrected or masked automati-
cally, but such a program has not been implemented yet.

3.2 Bias behavior
It is known that the bias level has a correlation with the background level; if the background is bright, bias
gets lower. It must affect flat and linearity, but is almost not investigated so far.
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